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For ecological systems, one of their main characters is the relationship between different species and their living environment and thus modelling predator-prey interactions is one of the important issues in mathematical biology. For the classical predator-prey models, the crucial components are the growth function of prey species in the absence of predator, the mortality function of predator species in the absence of prey and the functional response function of the predator to the prey. Recently, Braza 19 considered a predator-prey system in which the prey exhibits herd behavior and the predator interacts with the prey along the outer corridor of the herd of prey. In this case, the response function is appropriate in terms of the square root of the number of prey species. Moreover, for intermediate predators (such as piscivores), the mortality term is suited to quadratic mortality. In this paper, we investigate a spatial predator-prey model with herd behavior in prey population and quadratic mortality in predator population and find that this model exhibits complex pattern replication: spotted pattern, stripe pattern and coexistence of the two. Furthermore, we deduce that the Turing pattern is induced by quadratic mortality. Hopefully, this work will provide us further understanding the dynamics of predator-prey interactions in a real environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Predation is one of the most important types of interaction which has effects on population dynamics of all species. As a result, predator-prey models have long been and will continue to be one of the dominant themes in both ecosystems and mathematical ecology. 1, 2 There are many factors which affect population dynamics in predator-prey models. One crucial component of predator-prey relationships is the functional response.
Generally, the functional response can be classified into many different types: Holling I-III types, 3, 4 Hassell-Varley type, 5 Beddington-DeAngelis type, 6, 7 Crowley-Martin type 8 and the modified forms of these types. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Recently, a predator-prey model is considered in which the prey exhibits herd behavior, so that the predator interacts with the prey along the outer corridor of the herd of prey, which is more appropriate to model the response functions of prey that exhibit herd behavior in terms of the square root of the prey population. 18, 19 The other crucial component in the predator-prey models is the formulation of the mortality terms for the predator. Usually, the predator mortality is described by either the "linear mortality" version, or the "quadratic mortality" version. 20 There are many authors choose the quadratic mortality which is suited to intermediate predators (such as piscivores). 2, 20, 21 Recently, many research scholars pointed out that spatial mathematical model is an appropriate tool for investigating fundamental mechanism of complex spatiotemporal population dynamics. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] In their researches, reactiondiffusion (RD) equations have been widely used to describe the spatiotemporal dynamics. Since Turing 37 first proposed RD theory to describe the range of spatial patterns observed in the developing embryo, RD models have been studied extensively to explain pattern formation in many areas. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] However, predator-prey models with square root functional response and quadratic mortality have received surprisingly little attention in the literature. For such reason, in the present paper, we are intended to study such model.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce a spatial predator-prey model with Neumann boundary conditions and give a general survey of the linear stability analysis. Furthermore, we obtain Turing bifurcation with Neumann boundary conditions. In Sec. III, we carry out a nonlinear analysis using multiple-scale analysis to derive the amplitude equations and also present a series of numerical simulations to reveal that there is a large variety of 
II. THE MODEL AND BIFURCATION ANALYSIS
A. The spatial model
The basic predator-prey model with logistic growth in the prey and a square root response function is given by
where X(t) and Y(t) stand for the prey and predator densities, respectively, at time t. The parameter r is the growth rate of the prey, K is its carrying capacity, and s is the death rate of the predator in the absence of prey. The parameter a is the search efficiency of Y for X, c is the conversion or consumption rate of prey to predator, and t h is average handling time. Following Refs. 2, 20, and 21, we choose the quadratic mortality for predator population. Then model (1) will be converted to the following form:
where ÀsY 2 represents the quadratic mortality for predator population.
On the other hand, we assume that the prey and predator population move randomly, described as Brownian motion. Then, we propose a spatial model corresponding to Eq. (2) as follows:
where the nonnegative constants d X and d Y are the diffusion coefficients of X and Y, respectively.
is the usual Laplacian operator in two-dimensional space R ¼ ðR 1 ; R 2 Þ which is used to describe the Brownian motion. In general, to ensure that Turing pattern is determined by reaction-diffusion mechanism, we choose the following nonzero initial condition:
XðR; 0Þ > 0; YðR;
and Neumann (zero-flux) boundary condition
where L denotes the size of the system in the directions of X and Y, is the outward unit normal vector of the boundary @X.
In order to minimize the number of parameters involved in model (3), some scaling needs to take place. Following Ref. 19 , the variables are scaled as
and the other parameters are made dimensionless as follows:
With these changes, Eq. (3) becomes
In Ref. 19 , the author used the simplifying assumption that a ¼ 0, which implies that the average handling time is zero. In line with the work, we also assume that a ¼ 0. Then the working equations are
B. Linear stability analysis
The corresponding non-diffusive model has at most three equilibriums, which consist of two boundary equilibriums (0, 0), (1, 0) and a positive equilibrium ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ, where
It is clear that the condition for ensuring that x Ã and y Ã are positive is that c < s.
From the biological point of view, we are interested to studying the stability behavior of the positive equilibrium, which corresponds to coexistence of prey and predator. The Jacobian matrix corresponding to this equilibrium is as follows: 
The Turing condition is the one in which the positive steady state is stable for the non-diffusive model, but it is unstable for the reaction-diffusion model. 45 And the condition for the positive steady state to be stable for the corresponding non-diffusive model is given by a 11 þ a 22 < 0 and a 11 a 22 À a 12 a 21 > 0:
C. Bifurcation analysis First, we address the temporal stability of the uniform state to nonuniform perturbations 30 ,46
where k is the growth rate of perturbations in time t, i is the imaginary unit and
and k is the wave number, r ¼ ðr 1 ; r 2 Þ is the spatial vector in two dimensions, and c.c. stands for the complex conjugate. After substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), we can obtain the characteristic equation of system (5), for the growth rate k, as follows:
where
As a result, we have characteristic polynomial of the original problem
The roots of Eq. (7) can be obtained by the following form:
We know that the Hopf bifurcation breaks the temporal symmetry of a system, giving rise to oscillations that are periodic in time and uniform in space. And the Turing bifurcation breaks the spatial symmetry, leading to the formation of patterns which are oscillatory in space and stationary in time. 29, 47 Hopf bifurcation occurs when Imðk k Þ 6 ¼ 0; Reðk k Þ ¼ 0 at k ¼ 0, i.e., a 11 þ a 22 ¼ 0. Then we can get the critical value of the Hopf bifurcation parameter s
Turing bifurcation occurs when In Fig. 1 , we show the Turing space in c -s plane for model (5) with d ¼ 10, where
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi sðs À cÞ p ¼ 0;
C 1 is positive equilibrium existence line (the black line), C 2 is Hopf bifurcation line (the blue line), C 3 is Turing bifurcation line (the red line). For parameters in domain T, above C 2 , the positive equilibrium of corresponding non-diffusive model is stable; below C 3 , the corresponding solution of the model (5) Fig. 2 . In that figure, curve (2) corresponds to the critical value s 2 ¼ 0:9972, curve (4) corresponds to the other critical value s 4 ¼ 0:9263. The positive equilibrium of corresponding nondiffusive model is unstable when s < s 4 (e.g., curve (5) in Fig. 2 ), the solution of the model (5) is stable when s > s 2 (e.g., curve (1) in Fig. 2) . When s 4 < s < s 2 (e.g., curve (3) in Fig. 2 ), the Turing instability occurs. 
III. SPATIAL DYNAMICS OF MODEL (5)
A. Amplitude equations
It is pointed out that near a bifurcation, the evolution of a dynamical system exhibits critical slowing down, which often admits a simplified description in terms of an amplitude equation. 48 It is also proved that slow modes may be described in terms of amplitude equations even if the underlying bifurcation cannot be realized for a given system. Notice that the eigenvalues associated with the critical modes are close to zero when s is close to Turing bifurcation s T , i.e., the critical modes are slow modes, then the whole dynamics can be reduced to the dynamics of the active slow modes. 39, [49] [50] [51] [52] In the following, we will deduce the amplitude equations by using the standard multiple-scale analysis.
Close to onset s ¼ s T , the solution of model (5) can be expanded as
½A j expðik j Á rÞ þ A j expðÀik j Á rÞ; (8) whereX ¼ ðf ; 1Þ 0 is the eigenvector of the linearized operator. In other words,X defines the direction of the eigenmodes in concentration space (i.e., the ratio of x and y). A j and the conjugate A j are, respectively, the amplitudes associated with the modes k j and Àk j . By the analysis of the symmetries, up to the third order in the perturbations, the spatiotemporal evolutions of the amplitudes A j ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are described through the amplitude equations
where l ¼ ðs T À sÞ=s T is a normalized distance to onset and s 0 is a typical relaxation time. Notably, for model (5), the stationary state becomes Turing unstable when the bifurcation parameter s decreases, so that l increases when the bifurcation parameter s decreases. Amplitude equation (9) allows us to study the existence and stability of arrays of hexagons and strips. In order to obtain the amplitude equations, we should first write the linearized form of model (5) at the equilibrium point ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ as follows:
where q ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi x 2 þ y 2 p . Equation (10) can be converted to the following form:
where L is the linear operator, H is the nonlinear term,
Near the Turing bifurcation threshold, we expand the bifurcation parameter s in the following term:
where jej ( 1. Equally, expanding the variable X and the nonlinear term H according to this small parameter e, we have the following results:
where h 2 and h 3 are corresponding to the second and the third orders of e in the expansion of the nonlinear term H. At the same time, the linear operator L can be expanded as follows: 
:
From the chain rule for differentiation, the derivative with respect to time should convert to the following term:
Using Eqs. (12)- (15), we can expand Eq. (11) into a perturbation series with respect to e. For the order e, we have the following linear equation:
Similarly, for the order e 2 and the order e 3 , we have the following equations:
Solving Eq. (16), we obtain
i.e., ðx 1 ; y 1 Þ 0 is the linear combination of the eigenvectors that corresponds to the eigenvalue 0 of linear operation L T , where W j is the amplitude of the mode expðik j Á rÞ when the system is under the first-order perturbation and its form is determined by the perturbational term of the higher order.
According to the Fredholm solvability condition, the vector function of the right-hand side of Eq. (17) For Eq. (17), we have
The orthogonality condition is
where F j x and F j y , separately, represent the coefficients corresponding to expðik j Á rÞ in F x and F y . Using the orthogonality condition, we can obtain the following result:
Solving Eq. (17), we have
The coefficients in Eq. (20) are obtained by solving the sets of the linear equations about expð0Þ; expðik j Á rÞ; expði2k j Á rÞ, and expðiðk j À k k Þ Á rÞ. With this method, we have
For Eq. (18), we have
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The other two equations can be obtained through the transformation of the subscript of W.
Notice that the amplitude A j ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ can be expanded as
By the expression of A j and Eq. (15), we can get the amplitude equation corresponding to A 1 as follows:
The other two equations of Eqs. (9) can be obtained through the transformation of the subscript of A (The parameters contained in the above formulae can be computed as specified in Appendix B).
B. Amplitude stability
Each amplitude in Eqs. (9) can be decomposed to mode q j ¼ jA j j and a corresponding phase angle u j . Then, substituting A j ¼ q j expðiu j Þ into Eqs. (9) and separating the real and imaginary parts, we can get four differential equations of the real variables as follows:
The dynamical system (21) possesses five kinds of solutions. 45, 53 (1) The stationary state (O), given by
is stable for l < l 2 ¼ 0 and unstable for l > l 2 .
(2) Stripe patterns (S), given by
is
with u ¼ 0 or p, and exist when l > l 1 ¼ 
with g 2 > g 1 ; l > g 1 q Fig. 3 . The system exists a bistable region ðl 1 ; l 2 Þ. In other words, when the control parameter l lies in this region, the H p patterns and the stationary state are all stable. The H 0 patterns are always unstable when l > l 2 . When l lies in region ðl 2 ; l 3 Þ, the stripe patterns are unstable, and the H p patterns are stable. In region ðl 3 ; l 4 Þ, the system exists another bistable state 
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Yuan, Xu, and Zhang Chaos 23, 033102 (2013) (i.e., the bistable state between the hexagon patterns and the stripe patterns). When the parameter l is more than l 4 , stripe patterns emerge in the two-dimensional space.
C. Pattern selection
In this subsection, we perform a series of numerical simulations of the spatial model (5) in two-dimensional space, and the qualitative results are shown in the following part.
All our numerical simulations employ the non-zero initial and Neumann boundary conditions with a system size of 200 Â 200 space units. The model (5) is solved numerically using the Euler method with a time step size of Dt ¼ 0:0005 and space step size Dh ¼ 1:25. We keep d ¼ 10, c ¼ 0.8 and vary s, and the initial density distributions are random spatial distributions of the species. In the simulations, it was found that the final distributions of predator and prey are always of the similar type. As a result, we only show our results of pattern formation about one species distribution (in this paper, we show the distribution of prey, for instance).
For the different values of s located in the "Turing space" (the domain T in Fig. 1 ), we show three categories of Turing patterns for the distribution of prey x of model (5) . In every pattern, the red (blue) represents the high (low) density of prey x.
In Fig. 4(a) , parameter values (s ¼ 0.989) satisfy l ¼ 0:0082 2 ðl 2 ; l 3 Þ. In this figure H p hexagon patterns prevail over the whole domain eventually. According to the analysis above, there should be only H p hexagon patterns under this circumstance. In other words, the numerical simulation is corresponding to the theoretical analysis. We should also pay attention to the situation that l is very close to l 2 (i.e., s is very close to the critical value s 2 ¼ 0:9972). Under this circumstance, the H p hexagon patterns come into being very slowly. This is the universal phenomenon of critical slowing down. On the other hand, Fig. 4 
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In Fig. 4(b) , s ¼ 0.949 (l ¼ 0:0484 2 ðl 2 ; l 3 Þ), a few stripes emerge, and the remainder of the spots pattern remains time independent, i.e., spots-stripes pattern. When s is decreased to 0.927 (l ¼ 0:0704 2 ðl 2 ; l 3 Þ), model dynamics exhibits a transition from spots-stripes growth to stripes replication, i.e., spots decay and the stripes pattern emerges, cf. Fig. 4(c) . In the two cases, the numerical simulations cannot correspond to the theoretical analysis. This phenomenon cannot be explained by the amplitude equations, because the control parameter s is far away from the critical value s 2 ¼ 0:9972.
From Fig. 4 , one can see that for the case c ¼ 0.8, on decreasing the controlled parameter s, the sequence "spots ! spots-stripes mixtures ! stripes" is observed. Next, we show the evolutionary processes of Turing pattern formation of these three patterns. In (cf. Fig. 5(a) ), and the random perturbations lead to the formation of stripes and spots (cf. Figs. 5(b)-5(e)), and ending with spots only (cf. Fig. 5(f) ). In Fig. 6 , starting with a homogeneous state ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ ¼ ð0:1570; 0:3340Þ (cf. Fig. 6(a) ), the random perturbations lead to the formation of spots-stripes (cf. Figs. 6(c)-6(e)), ending with the time-independent spotsstripes pattern (cf. Fig. 6(f) ). In Fig. 7 , we show the spatial pattern of prey with c ¼ 0.8, s ¼ 0.927 and the initial condition is ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ ¼ ð0:1370; 0:3194Þ. The random perturbations lead to the formation of spots-stripes (cf. Figs. 7(c)-7(e) ), and the later random perturbations make these spots decay, ending with the time-independent stripes pattern (cf. Fig. 7(f) ).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study presents the Turing pattern selection in a spatial predator-prey model. First, we obtain the Turing space and establish the amplitude equations for the excited modes. Second, we illustrate all three categories (spots, spots-stripes mixtures, and stripes) of Turing patterns close to the onset of Turing bifurcation via numerical simulations which indicates that the model dynamics exhibits complex pattern replication. It should be noted that, if the predator mortality described by the linear form, the spatial predator-prey model cannot give rise to Turing structures (see Appendix A). In other words, the Turing pattern is induced by quadratic mortality.
By the above analysis, we can find that the qualitative dynamics of the model (5) are fundamentally different when parameter s in model (5) slightly change. The parameter s is the (non-dimensional) death rate of the predator. From the biological point of view, our results show that the death rate of predator may play a vital role in the spatial predator-prey model. By varying the value of the predator mortality s, we obtain three different typical types of pattern: spot pattern (Fig. 4(a) ), spot-stripe pattern (Fig. 4(b) ), and stripe pattern (Fig. 4(c) ). From the view of population dynamics, one can see that there exists the spot pattern replication-the prey x is the isolated zone with low density, and the remainder region is high density, which means the prey may break out in the area in Fig. 4(a) . In other words, the prey in this area is safe. The biological significance of the other cases can be determined in the same way as the above case.
The methods and results in the present paper may enrich the research of pattern formation in the predatorprey models and may well explain the filed observations in some areas. Further studies are necessary to analyze the behavior of more complex spatial models such as predator-prey models with time delay, noise or other terms. 54 f ¼ da
